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really have fra* and elections, 1 
assure you that yotar party will aot toe 
«mri largest minority party. Only 
lo t ypar tt*y had 14d MLAa out of 
M l Ho«r they are asking -whether 
Uwy witt get 90. So, from 140 they 
have come down' to 90. They are not 
sure of a workable majority. That 
•hows that their credibility has gone 
down terribly. Because of corruption 
and btfbery, inefficiency and neopotism 
and the deteriorating law and order 
situation, youth in revolt and the poor 
in anger, the country ^  at a critical 
juncture.

Generation and conversion of black 
money Is one 0f  the greatest achieve
ments ci this Government and that 
black money is corroding our very 
social and moral fibre. About this 
money power in elections many exam
ples cun be given, but I have no time 
to go into details, but the only point 
whxch thA Congress Party has jot is 
to somthow or anyhow win the elec
tions, no matter what happens. They 
are themselves responsible for wring
ing democracy to a downfall.

This Government under the Prime 
Minister’s leadership thought of in
viting the leaders of the opposition 
and the Independents for a dialogue 
on the question of electoral reforms. 
On the very first day I asked the 
Prime Minister pointedly if she was 
serious, if she was earnest about 
bringing about real reforms. Of 
course, she replied yes, but what 
happened at the three meetings? 
Even for limited accommodation for 
the Gulasrat elections, Government 
were not prepared to give some of 
the basic assurances that there would 
tie no official town by Ministers, m- 
duding the Prime Minister, no use of 
Government machinery, no large use 
of blade money etc. If these things 
are stone fet Guiarai, I am quite sure 
Hie tilting party cannot win. (Inter- 
rupti«U),

There were 16 Congress (0) MLAs 
in the Gujarat Assembly and tbe 
Congress Party, before the lists were 
out, Have already taken over one tnm 
from the Congress (O), the man from 
Kaparganj. Bow? By sheer bribery. 
And this party i8 taking of an Anti- 
Defection BiH

Therefore, I say that Gujart gives 
you an oportunity and a challenge for 
preserving democracy. It is not given 
to the ruling party to remain in power 
for ever. Do you think you muat 
always be in power,, that every time 
you must win? It cannot happen like 
that. If you think so, then I have a 
very poor opinion of your idea of
democracy. If democracy is to
survive, you must see to it that an 
alternative that can come up is not 
suppressed by black money and un
scrupulous means.

THE PRIME MINISTER, MINISTER 
OF ATOMIC ENERGY, MINISTER OF 
ELECTRONICS, MINISTER OF SPACE, 
MINISTER OF PLANNING AND
MINISTER' OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY (SHRIMATI INDIRA 
GANDHI): Mr. Speaker, if I may start 
with the last speaker’s remarks, it was 
rather astonishing and amazing—-I do 
not know what word to use—to hear 
the words corruption ang our taking 
people away from one party to another 
used in connection with Gujarat. Per
haps the hon’ble member remembers 
that when the movement started in 
Gujarat, it started because one parti, 
cular individual—I am not blaming 
him, nor am I judging birofcera, I am 
only saying what was said... 
(Interruptions).

SHRI P. G. MAVALANKAR: You
threw hub out. He was the Chief 
Minister.

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
There was one Individual who was 
blamed by the entire Opposition. Be 
was blamed by the press, and various 
allegations were made against him. 
Wow, we were prepared I© look into
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these allegations provided we had Ml 
information. Various individuals came 
to me and said that they would give 
the information so that we could «** 
quire into them. We asked this person 
to resign from Chief Ministership be
cause of the allegations.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA- 
So, he was a lily.white!

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
I do not know, I am not judging him, 
I said, but when he resigned and form
ed another party, he seemed to sudden, 
ly become blameless and all these 
people were making arangements with 
him and hig parly (Interrupton*). I 
am not giving him a certificate. 
(Interruptions). Because hon. Members 
are in the habit of misquoting. They 
imagine that I do the same. I always 
give what I consider an honest assess
ment. (Interruptions). I should like 
to say that I had tfven an earlier 
assessment of the internal situation. 
1 have heard similar remarks passed 
in this House before the previous 
elections also. I gave my assessment 
then, and I would like to know whose 
assessment came true? I have given 
my assessment about the international 
situation. I have been ridiculed and 
abused; I have been criticised. But I 
should like to know whose assessment 
has come true ultimately? Whatever 
we hav« Said about any part of the 
world.. ..

(Interruptions).

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI. 
Whether it was West Asia, or whether 
it was Vietnam or. . . .  (Interruptions).

That is the reason why, no matter 
what bon. Members opposite may say, 
India's voice is heard with respect in 
every part °f the globe, In every inter, 
national gathering. Your saying that 
it is not true, does not change the 
truth. (Interruptions)

I am prepared to bear and I have 
borne all types of abuses, false allega
tions and the sort of language that one

sometimes hears In this House. #he*u 
ever we try to reply, even in a very 
small way the entire Opposition gets 
so upset that they cannot bear they 
could not bear even the mild speech 
of my colleague Shri Jagjivan Ram.

(Interruptions)

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI:
I do not claim brilliance; 2 do claim 
sincerity. I do speak from the heart; I • 
do say what I really think.

(Interruptions).

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI:
I did not make a noise when any 
Member from the opposite side was 
spealdng. I did interrupt a few times, 
because Shyamnandan Babu sa id , he 
was enjoying it (Interruptions) and 
felt happy! This was the only reason 
why I interrupted him a couple of 
times. I did not interrupt anybody 
else.

These years have been exceedingly 
difficult not only for our country, but 
for the whole world, for every country 
It is not true to say that it is only the 
capitalist world which is free from 
these diflculties. We have had leaders 
from other countries as well. It is not 
as if they did not talk of these matters.
All of them said that the inflation Dad 
hit their economies. That is why none 
of their newspapers nons of those 
countries, has exploited this crisis fo 
malign the capitalist countries as one 
might "have expected them to do. They 
appreciated the fact that any kind «t 
instability in Europe, any kind of up* 
setting of the European economy was 
bound to affect their economies and 
their countries.

Today, the world is not divided and 
isolated into separate islands. It is 
one world. Some people may say that 
there is a second world, a third world 
or a fourth world. It is one 
world. Each, country has its own 
policies, difficulties, problem8 and view 
points, yet it is one world, and every 
country is affected by what happens in 
other countries. It is not true to W  
that oar problems are the same as
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tfaoge of other countries. It is per
fectly true as bon. Members have 
mid that when there was inflation in 
ISurpoean countries, they were able to 
help the unemployed, fthey were able 
to give higher wages. But this does 
sot mean that the basic situation is 
different or that the causas are entire, 
ly withijri our control. I am not saying 
that we ar« faultless. Nobody has 
said that. Nobody has claimed that 
there would be a miraculous changc 
either in the poverty of India or the 
economic standards of India or in the 
lessening of disparities. These are the 
objectives towards which we are work, 
ing. We are struggling. We do fall 
in the struggle, but we also get up 
again and again and keep going ahead.

Time and again, we have had 
aggresssion. There are few countries 
in the world which have faced S3
many difficult problems and challenges 
After Independence and more special, 
ly in the last few years, India has 
faced many problems and challenges. 
Some were due to our own mistakes; 
some because we did not foresee the 
difficulties and we could not make a 
correct assessment. Certainly, we
are *>at faultless; We are human. But 
many difficulties arose because of 
events which were beyond our control 
The hon. Member very grandly 
asked: What has been achieved ir*
these last few years? Has he forgot
ten what has been achieved? Have 
the House forgotten it? Has the
world forgotten it? Was it a small
thing for us to face the Bangladesh
crisis as we did? Was it a small 
thing to face tremenndous droughts as 
we did? (Interruptions) Certainly, we 
shall capitalise on any good achieve
ment.

Let us not compare our country with 
countries which started at higher 
levels of development. Let us com
pare ourselves, as Shri Priya Ranjan 
Das Munsi or somebody else here said,
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with countries which are around us. 
How much democracy do we see here? 
JtljBitemfctfions) 1  am not yielding, 
poverty is there. It is not a poverty 
that suddenly errupted. May he, our 
young people do not know what 
poverty was like in India before 

Independence. (littertmit&m) I 
have travelled in this country, in tM 
villages and in the cities. 1 have no 
hessitation in saying that there is nol 
the sort of poverty which we used to 
see 10 or 15 years ago. There is 
absolutely no doubt about it. Any
body, whether he has come from out. 
side or anybody in our own country 
who has taken the trouble to go round 
the country will agree. This does not 
mean that we do not have pockets of 
poverty and hardship. Of course, they 
exist. But the question is; Could we 
have changed this situation in a few 
years? We simply could not.

Do you think a few years is much 
in the life of a nation? This nation 
was under feudalism and It was under 
colonialism for so long. Immediately 
after we became free, we had all the 
troubles of Partition and immediately 
afterwards we had agpesslon. It was 
not an ordinary thing. I should like 
you to know that even in those coun. 
tries where a certain amount ot 
equality has been achieved, if you go 
to see the standard of the people in 
the interior pockets of those countries, 
you will see what people eat and how 
they live.

AN HON. MEMBER: What about
Korea?

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
I do not think that the standard there 
is much higher for all the people. 
(Interruptions) You may like the 
system that China has. I think, most 
of us here would not tolerate that 
system. Specially those who dare to 
talk about democracy, would they like 
to have the kind of system that China
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has, wtoere  nobady  it  illmd to 
speak? I do know something  about 
China and of Vietnam. la fact, £ iuA 
Hie great privilege erf considering Dr.
Ho Chi Minh as a friend, (lnterrup-, 
aons) Just shouting like this does not 
change the situation. I happen to be 
on my legs. If I have to be hard, I 
have to raise % voice. It doe* not 
mean that those who we siting should 
shout at the same time.

As it has been said, this NoXunn. 
dence Motion has become a ritual

*mr *mw fw : tot ? 

f̂ Fti irfsft . wt ’

fffT ?

«fr f**r : frosft zrx
|W  I

ffirif nftft : ?rŝr,

*1$ §sit I

That was the exception; that proved 
the rule.

Every time they feel that they must 
have a no-confldence motion  at the 
beginning, somehow every time there 
l§ a noise that it is going to take place 
in the beginning, but I do not know 
what happens,  whether they  cannot 
muster the number of people so quiet, 
ly or what; this  time also we wera 
informed, at least I was informed, that 
»t would be on the 8th, I reorganfreJ 
my  programme to  enable me to lie 
here that day; then sudddenly we were 
toid that it was not on the 8th, it w’as 
the 9th...

AN HON. MEMBER: Who told you?

SHRIMATI INDRA GANDHI;  The 
Minister  told  me. I was  given is 
writing.  (Interruptions), It is not a 
figment of imagination.
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SHRI StttAMKAN&AK  MISHRA.:
It it our sweet will, our privilege, tm 
preco|ative.  We do not  dqrepd on 
anybody «fc». Sir, let your office net 
act in concert with the Prime Minis
ter’s office in may  matters; we have 
many papers being passed On  f®ur 
office to the Prime  Minister’s office.. 
(Interruptions)

SHRIMATI INDRA GANDHI: This 
is no consultation. Surely, 12 there is 
a motion of no-confldence, it has to he 
conveyed  to the Prime Minister.  It 
has nothing to do with one secretariat 
or another..(Interruptions)  I do not 
know why he Is getting so excited. One 
of the charms of Shyamnandan Bam* 
used to be his sense of  humour, but 
sometimes  he  seems to lose it, and 
this is one of those occasions.

wf wrww* fw : *rPT int snr? 

i# a* <nr ■<# | 5*rift *(f

sfarcft tfsrr *rNfV : # shfw

#  ̂ ̂  t I

WfHSinW ®W :  wf, w

fjf «TT ?  3 *RT faWT «TT ?

tftRT rttft . aft $f \ arc
$ ̂prr «rr fr 9 ?rrfoj  srftosn? 

im t 3riW,5W $

% wrcj I

wwukh fa* : qtft  ?

m  t fir  $ i fconr

«̂r ffit I W  wr Wf ( W )

I have said this many times, but I 
have to repeat It because the allega
tions are repeated. What »»the norm*
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i» judgtag wJm̂ mbt Out 
is titow m y  or anything else? J 
ftfWtf one bon. Member there taunt, 
icig my (Qollfi^ue whether he tauw of 
this change of that change whether I 
changed anybody as I liked? Now, as 
it has happened, i do consult my col
leagues. Bat if you see how democracy 
works in other countries including the 
UJK. which is supposed to be the mother 
of Parliaments or any oilier country, 
doe# the Prime Minister not reshuffle 
the cabinet or drop any member of it? 
Does he consult peopie to say who will 
be there? As a matter "of fact, my 
friend here will bear me out. Ones 
we were sitting with a Miniater from 
another country, a democratic Euro, 
pean country who exclaimed that such 
and such Minister in bis country had 
been there for a long time and that 
he had been changed: when askew 
after how" long, he said that he was 
there for three years and that his 
portfolio was being changed. I don’t 
thmk his opinion was taken for chang
ing the portfolio. When we consider 
tbese things, we have to have some 
norms, bow democracy works in other 
countries. . Uytterrupbions) 1 do 
not want to argue on this point, be
cause it is self-evident. There is free
dom of speech I think, Mr. Frank 
Anthony spoke of the Fundamental 
Rights. .

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU; He was 
specialty sent for over the telephone 
to make a speech.

1WT (SARA) Motion of 574 
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2t is only in respect of those people 
who indulge in violence or some such 
thing that any action has been taken. 
If there is any wrong action, we yhall 
certainly correct it. There fs no 
doubt about it. The MISA etc., are 
not political instruments. The 
country has gone through and is going 
through an extremely difficult period. 
We have not suppressed any agita
tion >. . (Interruptions)

Shri Mavalanku spoke about elec
toral reforms in Gujarat. You have 
discussed the matter while X was 
away and I think, a great deal was 
decided. A meeting was sunposed to 
be held after my return.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: It was 
never held.

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: We 
are not responsible for that. I got a 
message from the Minister that he 
had received a letter asking that the 
meeting be postponed. That is Why 
it was not held. We are not respon
sible for postponing it... (Interrup
tions)

I am glad that a dialogue has begun 
and I do hope, we shall try to keep 
acrimony out of it. There are many 
areas in which there can be a dia
logue and working together and we 
should always try for It.. . .  (Inter
ruptions)

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
Is it not an insult to an Hon’ble Mem
ber to accuse him in this manner? He 
is a senior Member of this House.. . . . .
(Iwterrupttons)

What greater proof is there of 
freedom of speech, than the meetings 
that ate held and the speeches that are 
made and what appears in our news
papers and other publications? What 
greater evidence could one need of 
freedom of Association than is there... 
(Interruptions).

The tasks for the Government are 
many, but the first and foremost task 
is to hold this land of great diversity 
together and to give it stability. This 
Is what we are trying to do. T was 
not here, when the hon. Member 
opposite spoke. He tried to say that 
we were trying to create chaos. 
Nobody who watches the Indian 
scene can say that the Government 
is creating chaos. It Is obviously 
these agitations which started non* 
violently wfolch have always created
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violence around them. Certain insti
tution* which' are responsible tot 
this.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA:
It is your Party members, who have 
been interrogated lor Misra’e murder, 
not a single member from the 
opposition.

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
The people have given full support to 
our endeavour to check inflation In 
spite of tremendous difficulties. We 
are aware that these measures were 
unpopular measures. We are aware 
that they did impose hardship on the 
workers, the farmers, the salary 
earners the housewives and every
body. And, yet, I think people tried 
to see the Digger question that more 
inflation would create greater diffi
culty in future and that is why I 
think they bore these difficulties. We 
are not complacent. We know that 
inflationary pressures have not been 
fully contained, but, unfortunately, 
already the opposition ig bullying us 
to withdraw some of these measures. 
But we cannot afford to relax our 
efforts.

1 have already spoken of how 
economic development has been 
flowed down because of these forces. 
Unemployment is there. We do not 
deny it. But our revised Plan will 
stimulate industry and overall, pro
duction and will lead to the genera
tion of jobs, specially, for skilled 
hands. If the nation is to find more 
employment, the wage demands of 
those already employed will have to 
be held in check. The opposition 
encourages workers to demand 
higher emoluments and, at the same 
time, they pay lip service to the un
employed.

There is no question of any 
slackening of our efforts against 
smuggling and other economic 
crimes We have to pursue these 
matters. Sometimes, in the beginning,

such news sound* more uwtactflar 
and m  it has become «  littl8 stale, 
but the work is continuing. I wish 
the opposition would live not in *n 
imaginary world of its own fabrica
tion but try to see the reality of 
to-day.

We have been accused of serving 
the interests of foreign monopolists 
or the Indian monopolists. There 
are gome advocates of Indian capital 
and monopolists in this very House 
and most of them are in the Opposi
tion—  (Interruptions) They always 
try to run down our public sector 
and praise the efficiency of the 
capitalist system. Our objective Is 
clear and our record is straight. We 
want to run the economy in such a 
way that the interests of the massei 
are safeguarded and the power of 
monopoly is curtailed whenever It 
grows.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA: 
Therefore, you have killed the Mono
poly Commission?

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
Many tales have been told and many 
charges (have been repeated. I am not 
going to go into them because the 
concerned Ministers have replied to 
them in both Houses. The habit of 
naming officials is unfortunate. Z 
thought there was a rule that officials 
who cannot defend themselves here 
should not be named in the House. 
Something was said about an official 
in my Secretariat. If there are cer
tain problems, meetings are held. 
But it is absolutely untrue to say that 
any deal was struck with business
men or any industrialists were 
present at any meeting in his room 
or, so far as I am aware, at any other 
place in my' Secretariat.,.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: So far 
as you know.
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' JiW M W ittl INDIRA GANfifftl: 
mtaMdy, 1 am «m* there are occa- 
*i«» when, lorf instance, members of 
®ft«*(AW3 ut Commerce or other 
tMteMHofw tome to me in groups 
WiiJHiiK th#y get elected and 
various other organizations sneh as 
labour unions, also come and see me.

fffoeh has been said about the 
emergency. I think anybody who is 
ftffiowing international trends and 
the news of the world can see that 
the whole world situation is in a flux 
and that means that it is a period 
wfoen anything can happen. Arms 
have accumulated In our region. 
There are new pressures in the seas 
around us and1 we should not weaken 
the government at such a time...

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN "MISHRA: 
You can declare emergency in no 
time. It does not require a minute.

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
Our independence of thinking and 
action are accepted the world over. 
There is no doubt about it, whatever 
some people here may say and what
ever some people abroad may like to 
propagate.

A> most peculiar point was made by 
, someone saying that although there 
is tiie <ear~>~we have never named 
any country and we just do not know 
from where a threat may come—it 

-wms said, *Wky are we Slaving ttadp 
talks with Pakistan?’ This seems to 
be a most peculiar thinking....

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA- 
■Wst*  Kahal

rSHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: I 
think Shri Bosu said it or Shr\ 
Yft&aym—I do not know.

We always believe that we must 
try ta be friends with every country 
and 'at the same time, we must be 
prepared for any threat of aggres
sion. . .
749 Lfl—19

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: No
body opposed it  Stesse doePt distort 
and twist things.

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
Our policy is to continue to aeek 
friendship with a l l . .

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: Your
#©li«y is to twist things.

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
Q*r policy is to coattaue friendship 
with all. Infiltration and subversion 
ati33 continue on ear borders and we 
eannot take chances. The only pur
pose of the emergency is to guard the 
country's aeeurity. It is preposterous 
to suggest that we are gaining bene
fit from it or that legitimate political 
activity of the opposition is curbed. 
The House is aware of the desperate 
attempt made by a small section of 
misguided elements in Nagaland to 
seek foreign assistance and to bring 
foreign arms and foreign Interven
tion hi our infernal affairs. No Gov
ernment can disown its obligation 
and responsibility under the Consti
tution to uphold the integrity of five 
country and to provide security to 
law abiding citizens of Nagahmd to 
maintain peace. We know that the 
security forces in Nagaland as well 
as Mizoram are facing an extremely 
difficult task. They hsve secured the 
cooperation of large sections of 
people—patriotic citizens—in Naga
land and also in Mizoram.

There is a strange talk of semi
fascist terror in Bengal. I thinH, 
Shrf Das Mansi has dealt with the 
question. But I can say that there u 
no terror in West Bengal today, 
either semi or quarter. But there 
was a reign of terror in Bengal «*en 
the CFM waa in power. Women were 
afraid to move about. Women and 
youth brought down their rule.

There was also talk of the suppres
sion Of tribals and Harijans. No party
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or no Government has tried it* 
utmost as ours to see that a better 
deal is given to these people. Z know 
that what has been done is not ade
quate. I am fully aware of the inci
dents involving loss of their property 
which we greatly deplore. Some of 
this is due to the increasing economic 
tension as well as social obscurantism 
and certain prejudices. We must all 
together light to eliminate this evil 
from our society. There is greater 
need for official alertness but it is 
not true to say that there is unabated 
repression by the Government. 
Sometimes officials at lower levels 
neglect their duties or misuse their 
authority. But whenever this has 
come to our notice, we have com? 
down strongly on them.

Sir, as I said I do not want to go 
into the various allegations because 
they have been replied to and con
tradicted time and again. A letter 
has been tried to be read out and we 
also have clearly spoken about it. 
Nothing improper has been done. 
But I can say that those who pretend 
to be asleep cannot be woken up. A 
person who makes false charges 
knowingly csannot be convinced.

Sir, I have done nothing to be 
afraid of, nothing to be ashamed of 
and nothing that has harmed the 
country. The people know it. They 
wil] not be misled by charges made 
by bitter individuals who are united 
only in anger and frustration.

Much that should have been done 
has not bean achieved. We fully 
realise this and we feel humble that 
such great challenges are still to be 
overcome. They cannot be dealt 
with by Government or individuals 
but by a united move to eradicate all 
these evils, whether social or econo
mic. Let us fight each other in elec
tions; let us fight each other on 
matters on which we do not agree 
not by violence but by peacefully

talking together, by meeting together 
and not by trying to erploit the 
situation in Parliament and outside 
Parliament. Let us not use the occa
sions ia such a way as to harm the 
country and delay the progress of 
the country.

MR SPEAKER; Mr. Bosu, will you 
be able to finish it in ten minute*?

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: Noj
Sir.

MR, SPEAKER; In that case, if the 
House agrees, I shall put the Motion 
at 12- 10.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: I
would require half an hour.

MR. SPEAKER: In that case, I 
have to put the Motion. If the House 
mgrees, I can give you that much 
time. It is only seven minutes less. 
I hope the House agrees that I put 
the Motion at 12- 10.

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: 
Agreed.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: At
12-30.

Mr Speaker, Sir, I was expecting 
"that the Prime Minister would take, 
the trouble of replying to my very 
specific charges in which I had clear
ly and categorically stated that 
customs exemption of Rs. 344.08 
crores was given to firms and out of 
which, Rs. 232 19 crores went to two 
firms. That was given for a consi
deration shown to the party. There 
was not a word on that, I take the 
full responsibility of proving that 

'these two firms were specially 
favoured; in which customs exemp
tion of this drastic amount was given. 
So, she cannot answer. Let us do 
some summing. She cannot answer 
the specific charges. Because the 
charges are levelled, I have taken 
full responsibility in narrating those.




